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1. Introduction 

 

Nanostructured layers on silicon (Si) surface are formed for an achievement of the 

light reflectance suppression. Low spectral reflectance is important for improvement of the 

conversion efficiency of solar cells and for other optoelectronic applications. Effective 

method of  forming of nanostructured layers with ultralow reflectance in a broad interval of 

wavelengths has been developed in Osaka University. It is based on metal assisted etching of 

Si. Si surface immersed in HF and H2O2 solution is etched in contact with the Pt mesh roller 

and the structure of the mesh is transferred on the etched surface (surface structure chemical 

transfer method, SSCT) [1-4]. The nonuniform dissolution of Si during the SSCT treatment 

forms porous nanocrystalline layers with gradient of layer density [5].  Ultralow spectral 

reflectance of the SSCT structure results from the depth gradient of material density 

increasing with the distance from the surface.   

In this work we study optical properties of the SSCT layers. Density gradient in the 

layer structure is solved in our approach by representing of the nanostructured layer by a 

sublayer system. Dielectric function of each sublayer in this system is modelled by the 

Maxwell Garnett effective media approximation. Spectral reflectance of superposition system 

is computed by the Abeles scattering matrix formalism based on constructed dielectric 

functions [6]. 

 

 

2. Experimental part 

 

The nanostrucured layers were formed on flat Si surface by the SSCT method. 

Microstructure of the SSCT layer is determined by the prolongation of etching time. The 

thicknesses of formed layers were determined by the transmission electron microscope JEOL 

EM-3000F with the incident electron energy of 300 keV. The spectral reflectance of formed 

structure was determined by using a JASCO V-670 UV–VIS spectrometer with an integrating 

sphere.  

 

                                 Tab. 1. Nanostructured SSCT samples.  

 

Sample Etching time  [s] 

SSCT 10 10 

SSCT 20 20 

SSCT 30 30 
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3. Results and discussion 

 

In Fig. 1 the TEM image of the SSCT layer etched for 25 seconds is shown. From the 

TEM image the thickness value 250 nm of the SSCT layer was estimated. In Fig. 2 the 

spectral reflectance R of the SSCT layers is shown. Reflectance decreases drastically in a 

broad interval of wavenumbers in comparison to the flat Si surface.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1:  TEM image of the SSCT structure. SSCT layer is marked by a frame. 

 

The density of SSCT layer increases with the depth due to the etching mechanism. For the 

density graded materials the reflectance decreases exponentially with the thickness of 

reflecting structure [7]. For evaluation of the thickness d dependence of spectral reflectance 

we computed  ,R d   values by  

 

    /, cd

SiR d R e        (1) 

 

where  SiR  is spectral reflectance of flat Si surface.  

 

 
Fig. 2:  Spectral reflectance R of nanostructured SSCT layers formed on Si surface. 
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In Fig. 3 plot of normalized reflectance    , / SiR d R   in semilog scale for the SSCT 20 

structure is shown. Linear part of this function corresponds to exponential behaviour of 

normalized reflectance and show presence of the density gradient in the SSCT layer. 

Therefore we expect gradual changes of dielectric function with the thicknesses of the SSCT 

layers. In analysis of the optical properties of studied layer we usually create theoretical 

model of the dielectric function by using Drude-Lorentz (DL) theory [8]. DL model describes 

the optical response of a set of damped harmonic oscillators and response of unbound free 

charge carriers. Spectral reflectance  R   is computed by using DL proposed dielectric 

function. To obtain acceptable  R   theoretical model of the SSCT layer a large number of 

DL oscillators have to used. After adding more and more oscillators to the model function the 

estimation of the initial values of oscillator parameters and the convergence of theoretical 

 R   model becomes very difficult. 

 

 
Fig. 3:  Development of the spectral reflectance with thickness of the SSCT layer. 

 

To overcome these numerical problems we splitted the SSCT layer on a system of 20 

sublayers. Dielectric function of the i-th sublayer is in this approach modelled by the 

effective media approximation theory (EMA). For modelling of the dielectric function of 2D 

layers with large surface coverages the Maxwell Garnett (MG) EMA theory is often used 

[6, 9-10]. EMA model of Maxwell Garnett is a composition of a matrix medium m described 

by the dielectric function m  with inclusions i described by the dielectric function i . 

Effective value of dielectric function 
eff  of composite media is in this model described by 

equation 

 

2 2

eff m i m
i

eff m i m

   


   

 


 
 ,     (2) 

 

where i  is the volume fraction of inclusions in the matrix medium. As the matrix medium 

we use Si and as the inclusion medium air. We gradually changed the volume fraction of 

inclusions in individual sublayers in correspondence with the requirement of increasing 

density of modelled SSCT layer. Resulting spectral reflectance   ( ), , eff kk
R d   based on the 
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MG EMA theory of dielectric functions with gradual volume fraction of inclusions in 

individual sublayers k of composite model is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Spectral reflectance of the SSCT10 structure (line), and reflectance model for 

composition of 20 SSCT sublayers with gradient of dielectric function defined by MG EMA 

approximation (dashed). 

 

 

By using the MG EMA theory for description of dielectric function development in a 

multilayer system describing the nanostructured SSCT layers acceptable theoretical model of 

the spectral reflectance  R   can be obtained. By using this approach in combination with 

the scattering matrix formalism the information about the volume fraction of voids 

development with the thickness of the SSCT layers can be obtained. 
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